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Jennifer, Gwyneth and Me

2014-06-03

for fans of the happiness project and the year of living biblically comes a pointed look at our fascination with celebrities as one woman strives to remake herself in the image of her favorite
stars what woman hasn t seen pictures of jennifer aniston gwyneth paltrow or beyonce and wished she had their clothes their abs their seemingly flawless lives for rachel bertsche these
celebrities are the epitome of perfection self assured and effortlessly cool yet lately between juggling her career her marriage and her dream of becoming a mother bertsche feels anything but
put together in jennifer gwyneth me bertsche embarks on a quest to emulate her hollywood role models while sticking to a budget to see if they really hold the keys to happiness while trying
to unlock the stars secrets from sarah jessica parker s wardrobe to julia roberts s sense of calm to maybe one day jessica alba s chic pregnancy bertsche learns valuable lessons a toned
body doesn t come easy or cheap avoiding social media can do wonders for your peace of mind and confidence is the key accessory for pulling off any outfit but can she immerse herself in the a
list lifestyle and still stay true to herself and will her pursuit of perfection really lead to happiness praise for rachel bertsche s mwf seeking bff written with verve insight and humor
bertsche writes cleverly but not glibly about the challenges young women face today chicago tribune a charming funny chronicle people

Jennifer, Gwyneth & Me

2014-07-01

for fans of the happiness project and the year of living biblically comes a pointed look at our fascination with celebrities as one woman strives to remake herself in the image of her favorite
stars what woman hasn t seen pictures of jennifer aniston gwyneth paltrow or beyonc� and wished she had their clothes their abs their seemingly flawless lives for rachel bertsche these
celebrities are the epitome of perfection self assured and effortlessly cool yet lately between juggling her career her marriage and her dream of becoming a mother bertsche feels anything but
put together in jennifer gwyneth me bertsche embarks on a quest to emulate her hollywood role models while sticking to a budget to see if they really hold the keys to happiness while trying
to unlock the stars secrets from sarah jessica parker s wardrobe to julia roberts s sense of calm to maybe one day jessica alba s chic pregnancy bertsche learns valuable lessons a toned
body doesn t come easy or cheap avoiding social media can do wonders for your peace of mind and confidence is the key to pulling off any outfit but can she immerse herself in the a list
lifestyle and still stay true to herself and will her pursuit of perfection really lead to happiness praise for jennifer gwyneth me if you ve ever had a celebrity girl crush stick jennifer
gwyneth me in your beach bag bertsche is your people associated press a super fun social experiment purewow bertsche ups the ante the well researched information on celebrity culture
provides food for thought booklist what makes jennifer gwyneth me work is bertsche s honesty she is funny creative and more importantly manages to stay sane boston herald an
entertaining memoir about a woman s attempt to model her life on those of stars tampa bay times a worthy narrative the boston globe bertsche blends elements reminiscent of julie julia and
the happiness project in this self improvement journey the process not only provides bertsche with fruitful writing fodder but also prompts readers to examine their outlook on perfection
self acceptance and aspiring to be one s very best self publishers weekly praise for rachel bertsche s mwf seeking bff written with verve insight and humor bertsche writes cleverly but not
glibly about the challenges young women face today chicago tribune a charming funny chronicle people

The Seven Big Myths about Marriage

2014-01-23

this work explores some of the most interesting and vexing problems in contemporary life appealing to reason rather than religious authority the book tackles the most controversial and
talked about positions of the catholic church on contraception on marriage on reproductive technologies on cohabitation and on divorce arguing for the reasonableness of the church s
views on these issues the book s interdisciplinary approach following the precedent of thomas aquinas looks to human happiness and fulfillment properly understood in seeking the answers
to questions about how to live it aims to show to skeptical readers that what the catholic church teaches about controversial issues is rationally justified by considering evidence from
psychology sociology and philosophy the foundation of kaczor s approach is happiness we all want to be happy every day in whatever we do we seek this goal but what exactly is
happiness and how can we find it the saints and psychologists agree there can be no real happiness without authentic love erotic love friendship love and self giving love agape from this
foundation of happiness kaczor explores the nature of marriage and the love they promise to each other which is agape a selfgiving love that is the choice to do good for the other he also
examines alternatives to covenant marriage such as polygamy and samesex marriage as well as cohabitation finally the book explores the value of children to make sense of catholic
teaching on contraception he says that we must first reconsider the value of fertility and having children only in this perspective can one begin to understand what the church teaches

Celebrity, Aspiration and Contemporary Youth

2018-02-22
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celebrity aspiration and contemporary youth uses the lens of celebrity to explore how young people think about their futures under austerity based on an interdisciplinary study the book
offers fresh insights into contemporary youth aspirations and inequalities it helps us to understand young people s transitions into adulthood at a time of socio economic crisis drawing on
original data the authors examine what it means for young people to be forming their aspirations within the context of austere meritocracy the book addresses three central questions
what kinds of futures do young people desire and imagine for themselves what is required of young people in the process of achieving these futures and how are inequalities embedded and
reproduced within these using young people s celebrity talk to explore their aspirations the authors challenge stereotypes of young people as a fame hungry get rich quick generation
instead they show how young people engage critically with celebrity and its discourses key chapters focus on how young people talk about youth work authenticity success happiness
money and fame in relation to their own lives and those of celebrities each of these chapters contains a case study of an international celebrity including beyonc� will smith bill gates prince
harry and kim kardashian the authors conclude with possibilities for social change they show that celebrity offers an important way of working with young people to critically explore
what futures are possible and for whom

Love and Marriage in Globalizing China

2014-11-13

as china globalizes the number of marriages between chinese people and foreigners is increasing these chinese foreign marriages have profound implications for china s cultural identity this book
based on extensive original research outlines the different types of chinese foreign marriage and divorce and the changing scale and changing patterns of such marriages and divorces and
examines how such marriages and divorces are portrayed in different kinds of media it shows how those types of chinese foreign marriage where chinese patriotism and chinese values are
preserved are depicted favourably whereas other kinds of chinese foreign marriage especially those where chinese women marry foreign nationals are disapproved of male foreign nationals
being seen as having a propensity to infidelity deception violence and taking advantage of chinese women the book contrasts the portrayal of chinese foreign marriage with the reality and
with the depiction of chinese chinese marriage where many of the same problems apply overall the book sheds much light on changing social processes and on current imaginings of china s place
in the world

Celebrity Society

2012

the fascination with celebrities may be a guilty pleasure but it is also an increasingly important dimension of the way we organise social and political relationships celebrity society
outlines the sociology of celebrity as a central characteristic of modernity linking us together in unique and ever changing ways

Celebrity Culture

2023-09-29

haven t we all seen a black panther movie and listened to at least a few harry styles tunes who hasn t seen a taylor swift video or can t name an incident or two involving the kardashians
popular fascination with the rich and famous is an inescapable part of contemporary consumer culture celebrity culture is a comprehensive yet accessible survey of the pervasive
phenomenon this new edition of the textbook is fully revised and updated incorporating up to date examples case studies and additional features including a timeline and retrospections at
the end of chapters whilst recognizing that celebrities have existed for centuries cashmore argues that celebrity culture in the 21st century is a novel and unique phenomenon driven by
rampant consumerism advertising and the media he describes the evolution of a new kind of fame the growth of consumerism the rise of the paparazzi the fluctuating value of sex scandals the
transmutation of blackness the metamorphosis of the british royal family the emergence of influencers the appeal of celebrity couples the increased visibility of queer culture the
transformation of politics the reconstruction of talent and the attempts of theories to grasp celebrity culture s magnetism celebrity culture will appeal to a wide undergraduate
audience throughout the social sciences and humanities

Celebrity and the Media

2013-11-26

an engaging introduction to the key terms concepts dilemmas and issues that are central to the study and critical understanding of celebrity exploring the impacts of celebrity culture on
the modern media and examining the influence that celebrity has on the way people place themselves in the modern world
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Applied Paramedic Law and Ethics

2012-10-31

a fundamental local law text for undergraduate paramedics in australia and new zealand applied paramedic law and ethics australia and new zealand is the first of its kind to bring
together legal and ethical concepts specifically for the australian and new zealand paramedic profession an indispensable guide for student paramedics applied paramedic law and ethics
australia and new zealand promotes the understanding of ethical principles and legal regulations through realistic scenarios and extensive case studies which are available both in the book
and on elsevier s evolve platform the book includes australian state specific legislation and local case law and there is a chapter devoted specifically to the new zealand paramedic
service this excellent law textbook focuses on the essential concepts and skills local paramedics need to respond to life threatening emergencies in often unfamiliar environments for
paramedics to determine the best course of action in any situation they need an intimate understanding of the profession s code of conduct and current legal regulations in its attention to
key areas such as consent negligence child protection mental health and record keeping applied paramedic law and ethics australia and new zealand proves a fundamental resource for the
undergraduate paramedic course in australia and new zealand the textbook s 13 comprehensive chapters are written in a clear engaging style ideal for undergraduate paramedic students as
well as ambulance service volunteers and practicing paramedics over 60 paramedic specific scenarios relevant case law discussed suitable for the undergraduate course in paramedic law
and ethics provides a clear ethical decision making model for paramedics key supporting features available on the evolve platform multiple choice short answer and essay questions case
studies image collection additional instructor resources including powerpoints and further case studies

The Western Literary Magazine and Journal of Education, Science, Arts, and Morals

1851

this is the first book to explore the phenomenon of glamour and celebrity in contemporary russian culture ranging across media forms disciplinary boundaries and modes of inquiry with
particular emphasis on the media personality the book demonstrates how the process of celebrification in russia coincides with the dizzying pace of social change and economic
transformation the latter enabling an unprecedented fascination with glamour and its requisite extravagance how in the 1990s and 2000s celebrities such as film or television stars
moved away from their home medium to become celebrities straddling various media and how celebrity is a symbol manipulated by the dominant culture and embraced by the masses it examines
the primacy of the visual in celebrity construction and its dominance over the verbal alongside the interdisciplinary cross media post soviet landscape of today s fame culture taking into
account both general tendencies and individual celebrities including pop diva alla pugacheva and ex president and current prime minister vladimir putin the book analyses the internal dynamics
of the institutions involved in the production marketing and maintenance of celebrities as well as the larger cultural context and the imperatives that drive russian society s romance with
glamour and celebrity

The Western Literary Magazine and Journal of Education, Science, Arts and Morals. By George Brewster, Editor. [With
Plates.] Vol. 1

1851

a good book to add to an introduction to sociology course if you want to give your students a good sense of how sociology analyzes culture and media there is a lot in the book and
sternheimer does a good job of weaving together hard sociological data on stratification inequalities wage and labor trends to the narrative promoted by the celebrity culture along with
changes in the structure and power relations in the industry itself the book is an easy read with a lot of illustrations from celebrity magazines and so is very appropriate for
undergraduate audiences global sociology using examples from the first celebrity fan magazines of 1911 to the present celebrity culture and the american dream considers how major
economic and historical factors shaped the nature of celebrity culture as we know it today equally important the book explains how and why the story of hollywood celebrities matters
sociologically speaking to an understanding of american society to the changing nature of the american dream and to the relation between class and culture this book explores the
relationship between celebrity culture consumption class and social mobility discusses social changes pertaining to class gender marriage and divorce and race includes numerous pictures
from fan magazine articles and ads examines the connections between celebrity culture and economic political and social changes considers the importance of the structure of the
entertainment industry to understand how celebrity culture is manufactured

Western Literary Magazine

1851
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this volume an original combination of biography cultural history and media studies investigates the first moment in history when philanthropy was used as a self standing claim to fame and
philanthropists started being considered as a distinct breed of public figures in its search for the cause of this development it examines the way in which public images of early philanthropists
in different parts of europe were shaped in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the work draws on a comparison between british prison reformer john howard alsatian pastor and
humanitarian jean fr�d�ric oberlin and stanis�aw staszic a key figure of enlightenment politics in congress poland revealing parallel mechanisms at play in different national contexts it
argues that famous philanthropists ushered in a new genre of fame philanthropic celebrity that placed enlightenment ideals about virtue within the framework of early celebrity culture the
book is primarily aimed at advanced students and scholars of history cultural studies and social sciences especially those interested in the concepts of fame and celebrity and in the origins
of modern humanitarianism

Celebrity and Glamour in Contemporary Russia

2010-10-04

scholarly engagement with the magazine form has in the last two decades produced a substantial amount of valuable research authored by leading academic authorities in the study of
magazines the chapters in the routledge handbook of magazine research not only create an architecture to organize and archive the developing field of magazine research but also suggest
new avenues of future investigation each of 33 chapters surveys the last 20 years of scholarship in its subject area identifying the major research themes theoretical developments and
interpretive breakthroughs exploration of the digital challenges and opportunities which currently face the magazine world are woven throughout offering readers a deeper understanding of
the magazine form as well as of the sociocultural realities it both mirrors and influences the book includes six sections methodologies and structures presents theories and models for
magazine research in an evolving global context magazine publishing the people and the work introduces the roles and practices of those involved in the editorial and business sides of
magazine publishing magazines as textual communication surveys the field of contemporary magazines across a range of theoretical perspectives subjects genre and format questions
magazines as visual communication explores cover design photography illustrations and interactivity pedagogical and curricular perspectives offers insights on undergraduate and
graduate teaching topics in magazine research the future of the magazine form speculates on the changing nature of magazine research via its environmental effects audience and transforming
platforms

Celebrity Culture and the American Dream

2011-03-03

this book explores the effect of celebrity on americans public and private lives it examines how celebrities bring about change intentionally and unintentionally and how those changes affect
the public that loves and follows them it explores health philanthropy activism and celebrity attitudes toward feminism and police brutality

Philanthropic Celebrity in the Age of Sensibility

2023-08-29

as i write this it is 2010 so far we have had quite a dramatic decade 9 11 the invasion of iraq george bush gets elected twice the ipod the xbox facebook twitter and a pope who doesnt
even look at the camera the beijing olympics wasnt that a show the earthquake in haiti and chile and a black man becomes president of the usa and they used to say pigs would fly when a
black man became president and sure enough swine flu its a lot different compared to 10 years ago the world and technology is changing at such a fast rate but i feel us people are really
not mentally moving along through with the times though

Celebrities of the Century

1887

celebrity culture surrounds us we are inundated with information about actors and actresses athletes musicians and others who have become famous or infamous although we never will
likely meet or get to know them our interest in them seems boundless we are literally obsessed with being entertained as well as with the people who entertain us who our celebrities are has
also shifted in the past celebrity status was bestowed on men and women of great accomplishment those who had given the world something to be proud of and to celebrate conversely
today s celebrities are generally people involved in entertainment from tv newscasters to people who appear on reality television programs as well as some who are simply famous for being
famous what remains an enigma is why we as a society are so infatuated with being entertained as well as with those who entertain us and appear in the media this book makes sense of this
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spectacle by explaining the reasons for this obsession from a psychological social and historical perspective it suggests that we have become addicted in much the same way that a person
becomes addicted to drugs or alcohol finally the author offers his observations on how to free our minds from this captivation anyone interested in understanding more about our need to
live vicariously through the rich and famous will find answers in this book

The Routledge Handbook of Magazine Research

2015-06-05

in 1925 f scott fitzgerald produced his third novel a slim work for which he had high expectations despite such hopes the novel received mixed reviews and lackluster sales over the decades
however the reputation of the great gatsby has grown and millions of copies have been sold one of the bestselling novels of all time it is also considered one of the most significant
achievements in twentieth century fiction but what makes gatsby great why do we still care about this book more than eighty five years after it was published and how does gatsby help us
make sense of our own lives and times in gatsby the cultural history of the great american novel bob batchelor explores the birth life and enduring influence of the great gatsby from the
book s publication in 1925 through today s headlines filled with celebrity intrigue corporate greed and a roller coaster economy a cultural historian batchelor explains why and how the
novel has become part of the fiber of the american ethos and an important tool in helping readers to better comprehend their lives and the broader world around them a biography of f scott
fitzgerald s masterpiece this book examines the great gatsby s evolution from a nearly forgotten 1920s time capsule to a revered cultural touchstone batchelor explores how this
embodiment of the american dream has become an iconic part of our national folklore how the central themes and ideas emerging from the book from the fulfillment of the american dream to the
role of wealth in society resonate with contemporary readers who struggle with similar uncertainties today by exploring the timeless elements of reinvention romanticism and relentless
pursuit of the unattainable batchelor confirms the novel s status as the great american novel and more importantly explains to students scholars and fans alike what makes gatsby so
great

Celebrity Media Effects

2018-11-01

whether willingly or unwillingly public celebrities are often the focus of discussion of moral matters and political causes but how does this sort of celebrity culture function in a
country such as china with a powerful central state contemporary chinese celebrities explores how in today s china celebrity figures embody conflict with and engage with social civil
moral and economic issues shenshen cai examines the state s governance of celebrity activism and the interplay between the propaganda machine and the stars analyzing examples of
scandalous celebrities who act as activists in a moral domain which is tightly governed by the state cai also studies several sports stars who have emerged in recent years as political
activists in china and their open defiance of the chinese political system that poses unprecedented challenge to the party s rule

The 15 Commandments

2010-12-15

the adventure holiday of a lifetime it had been billed as the holiday of a lifetime a destination with everything a holiday maker could possibly want there were towns and cities where they
could shop until they dropped and beaches clubs and nightlife with all kinds of exotic food and drink and anything else they might feel like trying there were desserts that stretched into
infinity mountains that scaled incredible heights and seas that could challenge even the most jaded pallet for those of a quieter persuasion there was an abundance of gently rolling
countryside in which to relax so just where did it all go wrong just when was it that their dream holiday turned into the holiday from hell for many people on our planet this could be said
to be an apt description of their journey through life from the pain of individual relationships to the devastation of natural disasters and wars it s no wonder we sometimes question the
reasons we are here the holiday from hell describes our spiritual journey from the beginning of our holiday on the earth plane to the end of our time in this physical body it argues that if we
change our perceptions of why we are here and begin to understand the origins of some of our political and religious conflicts we can at last begin to enjoy our lives

Celebrity and Entertainment Obsession

2015-08-06

the main objective of the new education experiment is to restore the richness and completeness of human nature and allow teachers and students to live happy and complete lives zhu yongxin
filled with powerful insights and inspiring true stories this book is the culmination of zhu yongxin s lifetime of experience as a student teacher lecturer and pioneering leader of education
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experiment these essays provide a window to the daily lives of the dedicated men and women who are turning the dream of a new education in china into a thrilling and beautiful reality in
these pages you ll learn about yongxin s fascinating personal journey through china s education system the transformative leaders teachers mentors and role models who are motivating
china s youth and building china s future china s ongoing commitment to new education reform and the incredible potential it has to enrich people s lives open new doors and uplift a nation s
spirit one of the most influential leaders of education experiment in china professor zhu yongxin has spent his life and career exploring the limitless possibilities of learning from his early
school days discovering the joys of literature through his continuing journey into higher education he has been challenged by great thinkers inspired by great teachers and committed to a
great nation s vision of a new education that would uplift the lives of all of its people in this illuminating collection of essays yongxin shares his most personal thoughts reminiscences
and insights on the new education of china these richly diverse deeply felt writings shed light on a wide range of educational issues including the pivotal role of education in our
professional lives and personal happiness the challenge of implementing new reforms in our schools and our homes the importance of having good teachers supportive families and inspiring role
models the ways we define success featuring 31 secrets of successful people the transformative power of reading writing dreaming and doing the educational opportunities in sports
literature arts and other cultural pursuits the social political and economic goals of the new education and why it s so crucial to china s future the book also includes yongxin s
reflections on his own educational journey from absorbing the wisdom of the ancient masters to facing the challenges of new educational reforms along the way he shares his honest
opinions on hot button subjects like social networking educational psychology school financing and other issues most importantly his inspiring words and enthusiasm teach us how to use
this new education to open minds raise spirits and expand opportunities for china for its people and for the pure joy of learning life is education and education life he writes life cannot be
separated from education zhu yongxin is a member of the national people s congress npc standing committee vice chairman of the china association for promoting democracy capd and vice
president of chinese society of education cse he also serves as a professor and phd supervisor at soochow university a sponsor of the new education experiment in china professor zhu has
won several awards for his influential work including 60 great contributors in china s education of 60 years 2009 30th anniversary of reform and opening up person of the year in china s
education area 2008 top 10 news figures in china s reform 2007 and top 10 elites in china s education 2006 professor zhu has published more than 400 articles on education both at home
and abroad and published over 30 books as well

Gatsby

2013-11-07

there are five gospels matthew mark luke john and the christian but most people never read the first four there are any number of books on how to do evangelism this book is different it s an
invitation to actually live out the message of the gospel jesus s original intention was for ordinary people like you and me to live lives that point others to the only person who can give
them hope for this life as well as the next to visibly display the good news of salvation through the messiah and redeemer of humankind but many christ followers today are either ridden
with guilt for not telling others about jesus or so silent that no one really knows they re a christian the fifth gospel will help you wrestle with the critical issues involved in living out
your faith in front of a watching and sometimes not so friendly world isn t it time to become a witness for the one you profess to love prepare yourself to represent your savior well and
to discover a new way to do evangelism get ready for god to unleash the gospel through you

Contemporary Chinese Celebrities

2024-04-04

facing reality is an introduction to philosophy which examines central issues in philosophy from an interdisciplinary multicultural and applied manner it covers the traditional areas of
philosophy such as the nature of knowledge ethics free will the existence of god life after death the nature of science and political philosophy in addition it covers topics usually not
found in introductory texts such as obstacles to rationality theories of happiness world religions and the meaning of life each chapter has a summary questions for review recommended
films suggested readings and dilemmas for discussion there are also sections entitled philosophy in life where philosophical ideas are applied to current issues and debates

The Holiday from Hell

2011-11-19

extending play examines the ubiquity of brand partnerships within the contemporary music industries though brand partnerships exist across all media industries they are a distinct
phenomenon for the music business because of their associations with fan club merchandise concert merchandise and lifestyle branding it also foregrounds women s participation in shaping
these economies through fan labor and image management while brand partnerships are common among male and female musicians this book focus specifically on how female identified musicians
use them tactically to extend their commercial and creative longevity after they have established their recording careers by commodifying their creative acumen with either hegemonically
feminine cultural knowledge or traditionally masculinized skills through branded consumer goods that they make in partnership with companies associated with the beauty fashion food or
musical equipment industries through textual and discourse analysis of artists songs music videos interviews social media usage promotional campaigns marketing strategies and business
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decisions extending play investigates how female identified musicians co create branded feminine coded products like perfume clothes makeup and cookbooks and masculine coded products like
music equipment as resources to work through their own ideas about gender and femininity as workers in industries that often use sexism and ageism to diminish women s creative authority
and diminish the value of the recording in order to incentivize musicians to internalize the demands of industrial convergence

Analects of the New Education of China

2015-11-20

this fully updated and expanded edition covers over 10 200 programs making it the most comprehensive documentation of television programs ever published in addition to covering the
standard network and cable entertainment genres the book also covers programs generally not covered elsewhere in print or even online including internet series aired and unaired pilot films
erotic series gay and lesbian series risque cartoons and experimental programs from 1925 through 1945

The Fifth Gospel

2014-08-01

this highly original study provides a detailed analysis of catherine the great s celebrity avant la lettre and how gender power and scandal made it commercially successful in 1762 when
catherine ii overthrew her husband to seize the throne of the russian empire her instant popular fame in regions of europe far from her own domains fit the still new discourse of modern
celebrity and soon helped shape it catherine the great and celebrity culture in eighteenth century europe shows that over the next 35 years catherine was part of a standard troika of
celebrity making agents intriguing central figure large scale media and an engaged public ruth p dawson reveals how writers print makers newspaper editors playwrights and more the 18th
century s media workers laboured to produce marketable representations of the empress and audiences of non elite readers viewers and listeners savoured the resulting commodities this book
presents long neglected material evidence of the tsarina s fantasy inducing fame examines the 1762 coup as the indispensable story that first constructed her distant public image and
explains how the themes of enlightenment luxury consumption clashing gender roles and exotic russia continued to attract non elite fans and anti fans during the middle decades of her reign
for the later years the book considers the scrutiny inspired by the french revolution and catherine s skewering in unsparing misogynist cartoons as they applied to visual representations her
achievements as ruler the long ago overthrow of her husband and her gradually revealed list of lovers dawson reflects on catherine ii s demise in 1796 and how this instigated a final
burst of adoration loathing and ambivalence as new accounts of her life both real and fictional claimed to unwrap the final secrets of the first modern international female celebrity even
now the only woman in history widely known as the great

Facing Reality

2009-10-01

discussion over celebrity engagement is often limited to theoretical critique or normative name calling without much grounded research into what it is that celebrities are doing the same or
differently throughout the world crucially little attention has been paid to the global south either as a place where celebrities intervene into existing politics and social processes or as
the generator of southern celebrities engaged in do gooding this book examines what the diverse roster of celebrity humanitarians are actually doing in and across north and south contexts
celebrity humanitarianism is an effective lens for viewing the multiple and diverse relationships that constitute the links between north and south new empirical findings on celebrity
humanitarianism on the ground in thailand malawi bangladesh south africa china haiti congo us denmark and australia illustrate the impact of celebrity humanitarianism in the global south
and celebritization participation and democratization in the donor north by investigating one of the most mediatized and distant representations of humanitarianism the celebrity intervention
from a perspective of contextualization the book underscores the importance of context in international development this book will be of interest to students and researchers in the fields
of development studies celebrity studies anthropology political science geography and related disciplines it is also of great relevance to development practitioners humanitarian ngos and
professionals in business csr fair trade who work in the increasingly celebritized field

Extending Play

2023-12-29

a dialogue about cinema s legacy and best directors through essays by three of the best long form critics out there collected from the legendary nypress for the first time comprising of the
kind of long form criticism that is all too rare these days the weekly film columns in the nypress included polemics reviews interviews festival reports and features a far cry from what is
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often derisively termed the consumer report mode of criticism cheshire seitz and white were passionately engaged with the film culture of both their own time and what had come before they
constituted three distinctly different voices equally accomplished yet notably individual perspectives on cinema their distinctive tastes and approaches were often positioned in direct
dialogue with each other a constant critical conversation that frequently saw each writer directly challenging his colleagues dialogue is important in criticism and here you can find a
healthy example of it existing under one proverbial roof this three way dialogue between cheshire seitz and white assesses the 1990s in cinema along with pieces on new york s vibrant
repertory scene that allow us to read the authors takes on directors such as hitchcock lean kubrick welles fassbinder and bresson as well as topics such as the legacy of star wars film
noir early film projection in new york city the new york film critics circle sundance the terrorist attacks of 9 11 and the emerging cinema of iran and taiwan

Encyclopedia of Television Shows, 1925 through 2010, 2d ed.

2014-01-10

in modern day america newspaper advice columns have become public forums for the discussion of human sexuality although questions posed to newspaper advice columnists ranges from
matters of etiquette to intimacy as they have for decades increasingly most of the limited space in these newspaper features address issues that fall under a broader heading of sexuality
questions about marital fidelity dating and relationships sexual practices gender roles and sexual taboos have all become hot button topics within the morally conservative mainstream
press in confidential to america david gudelunas shows how since the 1950s advice columns have been one of the few consistent mainstream and widely available public forums for the
discussion of topics severely restricted in other places newspaper advice columns serve as sites of discussion about sexuality within a larger culture that is severely divided on questions
of how when and to what extent one may formally speak about sexuality even now at the turn of the twenty first century high schools remain hesitant to devote more than a semester or
two to formal discussions of sexuality when they do under current governmental policy and pressure these discussions are often restricted to abstinence only programs or what might be
described as non discussions of sexuality community based sexual education programs are similarly restricted in their reach funding and more often than not effectiveness in america in the
twenty first century talking about sex in educational contexts is perceived to be almost as risky as having sex gudelunas demonstrates that while formal discussions of sexuality are
strictly regulated and often thwarted the informal curriculum of sexuality particularly in the american mass media has become ever more vocal on the topic of sex from depictions conveyed
through fictional and reality based popular culture to discussions taking place in the cafeteria if not the classroom and in internet chat rooms sexuality dominates our collective
conscience

Catherine the Great and the Culture of Celebrity in the Eighteenth Century

2022-04-21

the personal character of the leader and the pragmatics of leadership lead us outwards towards the question we must now address the politics of the leader this is the focus of this last
and arguably most urgent book in the undefended leader trilogy where is the west heading the scale of the changes facing our civilisation in the coming years through the forces of climate
change security and globalisation is unprecedented the need for leaders able to make wise farsighted choices in the face of such changes is even more urgent this book offers a guide map for
making such choices by systematically explaining the patterns of recent social economic and spiritual shifts simon walker is able to clarify the options anticipate the consequences and
describe a viable roadmap for the future social landscape the lessons for business political church and personal leadership are spelled out for all to see essential provocative and most
timely reading for all leaders

Celebrity Humanitarianism and North-South Relations

2015-08-20

celebrity and mediated social connections is a critical examination of the multiple realities of the mediated culture we traverse extending from our imaginary inner worlds to the imagined
communities of digital media chapters explore the dialogic at work when we connect with celebrities and internalize aspects of their personas due to the various social roles they serve
within our everyday lives what might begin as strong identification and internalization within our imaginary worlds in this digital age sometimes seeps out as we connect to celebrities their
fans friends and followers in ways that were not formerly possible the book contains topics that range from the degradation of micro celebrities the role of celebrities in promoting
prescription drugs and their role in contemporary social movements the common thread that runs through the book presents a mediated world that paradoxically allows if not encourages
people to daydream engage in stream of consciousness thinking and fantasize about celebrities all while concurrently compelling us to engage in a digitally based objective world the
possibility of interaction on and through digital media intensifies the emotional connection between celebrity and fan the more personal details one gives up the closer we feel we become
digital intimacy based on the excessive self digital media entice us to engage and remain tethered to technology staying continuously connected so as not to miss the latest post or meme to
suggest we should build a proverbial wall between the two imaginary and objective worlds runs counter to the reality of an always on always connected culture in which we presently
live
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The Press Gang

2020-09-29

clever and entertaining contains everything you d want to know about the ticking away of seconds minutes hours days years decades and centuries time com our relationship to time is
complex and paradoxical time stands still time also flies tomorrow is another day yet there s no time like the present we want to do more in less time but wish we could slow the clock and
despite all our time saving devices smart phones ai high speed trains americans feel that they have less leisure time than ever in an era when our time feels fractured and imperiled the book of
times encourages readers to ponder time used and time spent how long does it take to find a new mate digest a hamburger or compose a symphony how much time do we spend daydreaming
texting and getting ready for work the book challenges our beliefs and urges us to consider how and why some things get faster some things slow down and some things never change the need
for seven to eight hours of sleep packed with compelling charts lists and quizzes as well as new and intriguing research the book of times is an addictive browsable and provocative look at
the idea of time from every direction alderman s greatest achievement is the continual delivery of quirky knowledge that our collective curiosities crave forbes fascinated by how we spend
and waste our most precious commodity journalist lesley alderman gathered the sometimes surprising stats for her debut the book of times people a fascinating foray into familiar terrain
and a revealing look at how we really spend our lives mental floss

Confidential to America

2017-09-08

political marketing in the united states explores how politicians and parties utilize marketing concepts and tools providing an up to date and broad overview of how marketing permeates u s
politics the volume focuses on current and recent elections and leaders and covers a range of topics including market research marketing parties and volunteers strategy and branding
communications delivery and marketing in government the main themes and objectives of the book are to cover new and emerging trends in political marketing practice analysis of a broad range
of political marketing aspects empirical examples as well as useful theoretical frameworks discussion of state local level as well as presidential politics this is the first comprehensive
treatment of the subject available and captures the field as it is rapidly growing it is a must read for students and scholars of political parties political communication applied politics
and elections

Leading with Everything to Give

2009

in a series of entertaining essays this wide ranging book looks at the impact of the media on australian life and politics and anlyses key images and stories that shape our perceptions at
century s end topics include americanisation feminism pop pay tv the internet political correctness mabo and the republican convention

Celebrity and Mediated Social Connections

2019-05-16

The Book of Times

2013-02-12

Political Marketing in the United States

2014-08-28
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Celebrities, Culture and Cyberspace

1999

Celebrity Register

1963

The American Home
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